
 
 

Living With Our Wildlife Neighbors 
The presence of wildlife is endemic to the suburban environment of our neighborhood and its 
surrounding area of the Williamson County Park.  It is not uncommon to see armadillos, skunks, 
raccoons, foxes, coyotes, snakes, deer, feral hogs and other wildlife in our neighborhood.  We 
cannot “bubble wrap” or insulate the neighborhood with fencing or other infrastructure to 
prevent our wildlife neighbors from roaming in what was initially their natural habitat. 

Alternatively, as residents we can practice recommended homeowner management habits that 
will make our neighborhood less hospitable to our wildlife neighbors as outlined in the following 
flyer. 

Living with suburban wildlife can offer both opportunities and challenges. Wildlife is not tame, 
but most species do not pose any threat to your family or pets. Certain pest animals can be 
removed, but it will be more effective to alter our behavior to be less inviting to unwanted visitors. 

The feeding of wildlife is discouraged by groups such as the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, 
the Progressive Animal Wellness Society, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and the 
Highlands at Mayfield Ranch M.U.D Park Rules (Section 6).  

 

 



These groups discourage the feeding of wildlife for various reasons relating to the health and 
safety of both humans and animals, such as: 

 Human food is not healthy for wild animals, and they do not need food from humans to 
survive. Wild animals have specialized diets, and they can become malnourished or die if 
fed the wrong foods. 

 Feeding leads to public health concerns. Too many animals in one area increases the 
chance of disease transmission to people and other wildlife. 

 When young wild animals are taught to depend on a human-provided food source, they 
may not develop essential foraging skills. 

 Animals accustomed to people often lose their fear of people and can become aggressive. 
Those that become too aggressive may have to be destroyed to protect people and 
property. 

 Animals fed in populated areas tend to stay near roads, increasing the chance of vehicle-
animal crashes. 

 Large concentrations of ducks and geese can pollute waterways, backyards and parks, as 
some species can drop up to a pound of feces every day. 

 MUD Park Rules prohibit  the feeding of wildlife within the Greenbelts, the Pond lots , or 
any other District Property; with potential penalties of up to $ 5,000 per day. 

 

How can you help? 

 Do not encourage wildlife by feeding or leaving food for them. 
 Do not allow bird feed to accumulate on the ground. 
 Don’t place food scraps in gardens or open compost bins. 
 Keep pet food container indoors, especially at night. 
 Use durable trash containers with tight fitting lids. 
 Remove stacks of wood or any construction materials. 
 Do not plant fruit or nut producing plants or trees. 

 

Our mailing address is: 
Highlands at Mayfield Ranch Municipal Utility District 

c/o Armbrust & Brown, PLLC 
100 Congress Avenue Suite 1300 

Austin, Texas 78701-2744 
 

Want to change how you receive these emails? 
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 

 


